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Current State: 
 
DOE SC currently operates 27 national user facilities that span the Office of Science.  Together these facilities are 
foundational for helping support and execute the research critical to delivering on the DOE SC mission. Most of these 
facilities are large monolithic entities where a core of deep scientific expertise is localized and science from the 
research community is brought to the facilities. These facilities by and large operate as independent entities where 
the research community engages in a one-on-one and often one-way set of interactions with individual facilities until 
the breadth of capabilities needed to perform the science inquiry is obtained. 
 
The Challenge: 
 
The pace and capacity demand of scientific research is increasing rapidly as the challenges DOE SC address 
become increasingly more complex.  The ever-increasing velocity and volume of experimentation is juxtaposed 
against (a) a core tenant of DOE SC to continually develop and provide to the science community the most advanced 
cutting-edge capabilities within the user facilities and (b) a rapidly accelerating commoditization of high-tech 
instrumentation.  This creates a dual-pronged bottleneck for advancing science. On the one hand the advanced 
instrumentation available only at the user facilities requires dedicated experts to maintain, tune, operate and interpret 
the data and are inherently low throughput both in pace and capacity.  Whereas the commoditized high-tech 
instruments provide enhanced capacity and pace for researchers but result in a plethora of data and metadata 
standards, types, quality and veracity issues.  As multiple independent researchers acquire these capabilities 
reproducibility challenges are further compounded slowing science advances. This silo’ing also represents an 
inaccessible massive big data opportunity through the network of independent experimental silos. 
 
Future State: 
 
The user facilities of the future operate as a seamless fluid entity with each other and the research community. 
Researchers can remotely access any of the advanced capabilities housed across the user facilities and the user 
facilities themselves have diffused out into the research community creating a network of networks of user facilities. 
To accomplish this ASCR and the other offices in SC have joined forces to enable three key computational aims: 
 
AIM 1: Realize a fully automated and remotely accessible facility through rigorous and purposeful application of AI 
and ML development combined with advanced automation controls concurrent with the development of advanced 
capabilities to enable 24/7/365 computer operation to provide greatly enhanced accessibility at a reduced operational 
cost. A key aspect that the user facilities bring is performing complex custom experiments.  As part of augmenting an 
automated facility for routine work, the ability to remotely interact in real time via robotic assistants would be 
transformational in allowing real-time experimentation with geographically dispersed researchers. 
 
AIM 2: Realize a network of networks of the user facilities’ operational envelop ensuring experimental veracity and 
data provenance through creation of AI controlled remote, field-deployed and satellite instrumentation all connected 
through an advanced wireless communications network that continuously transmits and receives protocols, methods 
and operational standards (including for example automated data pre-processing workflows, meta-data capture 
through instrument situational awareness and data compression) and automatically determines which analyses, 
sampling or measurements to perform next.  
 
AIM 3: Realize a seamless, lag-free computational capability to facilitate near-instantaneous data retrieval and 
processing from the remote/satellite instruments as well as all user facilities via a mesh network of ESNet 400gbps 
(or higher??) optical lines paired with advanced 6G wireless networks to ensure every instrument connected has the 
ability to serve as a distributed data repository node alongside a set of super data archive facilities.  The mesh 
network would provide connection directly to the LCFs as well as the mid-range HPC facilities supporting the 
individual SC offices such as EMSL for BER. This would enable maximum efficiency and velocity in data analyses 
(near real time data processing with complete remote interactions) as well as facilitate real-time exascale applications 
through instant access to massive data sets obtained from 1000’s of “always-on” distributed instrument data 
repositories alongside the super data archives. 
 
By accomplishing all three aims the user facilities of the future will be fundamentally transformed in their operation 
and scope to enable the hyper multi-disciplinary, hyper velocity and hyper capacity of experimentation and modeling 
required to fully deliver the DOE SC mission of 2050. 
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